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Images simulated. For representational purpose only. Features may vary according to device/model. 5G services are only supported in 5G network enabled locations in 5G-ready countries. Actual speed may vary 
depending on country, carrier and user environment. Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. Snapdragon is a trademark or registered trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated. 
Galaxy Tab S8 Series has Wi-Fi 6E. Requires optimal connection. Actual speed may vary depending on country, carrier or user environment. Colour as per availability.

Pink Gold Silver

Tab S8 Ultra | X900/906, Tab S8+ | X800/806, Tab S8 | X700/706

Tab S8 Ultra | 36.99cm, Tab S8+ | 31.50cm, Tab S8 | 27.81cm

8GB+128GB/12GB+256GB

Snapdragon® 8 Gen

Rear - 13/6MP (Dual) + Flash | Front - 12MP (Ultra Wide)

Display

Memory

Processor

Camera



Infinite possibilities1 Fastest** processor ever2

A thousand tools in one 5 Snap into work mode6

All the room for epic stuff. Thinnest 
bezel on a massive 36.99cm (14.6") 
Super AMOLED display*.

The 4nm processor delivers lightning 
fast speeds for gaming or editing 
software.

Non-stop entertainment3 Style meets durability4

Charge the massive 11,200mAh
battery^ in a flash and dive into
binging marathons.

Our thinnest, biggest and most stylish 
Galaxy Tab S is housed in armoured 
aluminium#.

A brand new S Pen to turn your
wildest imagination into reality.

Switch to PC-level productivity in an 
instant with the 2-in-1 Book Cover1 
Keyboard.

Image simulated and for representational purpose only. Features may vary according to device/model. 5G as per availability. *Measured diagonally, actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners
and the camera hole. Thinnest Bezel, when compared to previous Tab S series. **Amongst Galaxy Tab Series. ^Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.
#Armor Aluminum is cased on all metal components, excluding the display, side keys, and the SIM tray. 1Book Cover Keyboard product design may vary by model. Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies Inc. 
and/or its subsidiaries. Snapdragon is a trademark or registered trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated. 45W Super Fast charger required and sold separately.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *5G services are only supported in 5G network enabled locations in 5G-ready countries. Actual speed may vary depending on country, carrier and user 
environment. ^Certain functions may not be available when Auto framing is on. Only people can be recognized, and there is a limit to how many people may be recognized. Auto Framing is only available on Ultra Wide 
Front Camera. #Certain applications may not support Quick Share. 1Google Duo is a trademark of Google LLC. UX/UI subject to change. Certain applications may not support multi-tasking. 

Stream on the go7 Craft stories in 4K8

See more and do more11 Stay safe and secure

Hyperfast 5G* gives you the power to 
work or play from anywhere, anytime.

An intelligent dual front camera that 
always keeps you in focus and records 
videos in 4K^.

Never miss an idea9 Seamless Galaxy experience10

Jot down your million dollar ideas 
on-the-move using Samsung Notes.

Quick Share# can move all the heavy 
files from your tab to phone or PC
with a single tap.

Research, sketch, and video chat
with your friend - all at once, with
Multi Window1.

A multi-layered state-of-the-art
security platform protecting you
from every intrusion.
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Exclusive benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Image simulated for representational purpose only. Third party images/logos/marks are trademarks/registered trademarks of respective third parties brands/owners.

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

For more information or for e-waste pick up
please WhatsApp us on 1800 5 7267864.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia
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Connect with us

WhatsAppSamsung
Digital Service Centre




